


     




 






       



 
        

         
   



     




         

    










Economics focuses on the exchange of wealth when obtaining that
which is desired.













    





          



   





 









        























 
   

Items like a clean and healthy environment give us utility.























  













         



           









       
           




           

    


Examples of barter items may include fruit such as papayas...

Fish such as tuna..

or even pigs





    
   

















     








   








           



    

  













 
          

In Roman times, one means of exchange was common table salt.

The people of Yap developed a rather unique form of money made
from large round quarried stones.















           

           
















  
    
        

















 










Using salt, gold, or even stones as money is not without problems. Salt
in large quantities is quite heavy. It also cannot be allowed to get wet.

Gold and silver bars are very, very, heavy.

Economic markets allow businesses to operate in an organized way
between buyers and sellers.
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